The Sure-Minded Swallow Fable
A story about proudly taking
your own path in life.
Sonita the swallow was preparing for her annual, long winter
trip when she was presented with an easier way to spend the
winter. All she had to do was eat seeds instead of bugs. Did she
deny her natural instincts to be with her friends or courageously
take a stand for herself?

Short Story

The Sure-Minded Swallow
Sonita was a beautiful black-collared swallow from a family of
birds that always flew south for winter. Although they switched
homes during the colder months, they still maintained friendships
with other birds that stayed put year-round.
Bonnie, one of Sonita’s closest friends, was a blue jay. Blue jays
would feed on nuts, seeds, and other plant-related goodies that
were available all year. Sonita, however, only feasted on seasonal
winged insects, which made her dietary needs much different
than Bonnie’s.
As signs of winter slowly started to show one day, Bonnie said to
Sonita, “Hey Sonita, why don’t you stay with my family this
winter?”
She continued, “There’s lots of warm shelter here, and you can
just eat what everybody here eats. Plus, we could hang out all the
time!”
Although Sonita was tempted by the idea of staying put instead
of flying hundreds of miles south, she politely declined.
"Oh, that’s nice of you to offer, Bonnie, but remember that I only
eat insects that aren’t available during the winter."
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“But who says that’s all you have to eat,” said Bonnie. “All of our
friends and I enjoy nuts and seeds just fine.”
Sonita realized that Bonnie was trying to convince her to act
against beliefs and instincts. She put her foot down and proudly
declared,
"I am a swallow who eats insects. Nothing gives me more pride
than being myself!”
Bonnie and the other birds developed a newfound respect for
Sonita because she unconditionally stood up for who she was.

Moral: Be willing to stand up for
who you are even if it goes
against popular belief.
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Personal Reﬂection

The Sure-Minded Swallow

Self-Reﬂection
Sonita enjoyed having friends from diverse species. She liked
being able to hear their perspectives and understand how they
do things. But she also thoroughly enjoyed being a black-collared
swallow.
Even when her friends’ experiences seemed exciting, she always
embraced who she was. Sonita avoided letting the temptation of
an easy winter sway her convictions. She knew who she was and
embraced that wholeheartedly.
It’s true that the grass sometimes appears greener on the other
side. You tend to look at what your life might be lacking when
compared to someone else’s.
What’s important is focusing on the goodness that you are blessed
with. Take the time to appreciate what you have. It’s a surefire
way of being at peace with your existence.
Being sure about yourself, your beliefs, and your own needs allows
your confidence to shine through. You’ll likely end up with people
admiring your unshakeable self-belief and sure-mindedness.
Many times, walking your own path leads to unimaginable
success. There is pride to be found in honoring your true self and
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seeing that lead to wondrous things. Although the journey is
different from that of your peers, take heart in the fact that it’s
yours and produces value for your life.
There are very few feelings better than knowing you act
according to your inner beliefs.

Self-Reflection Questions:
1. How do I avoid giving into unwanted pressure from peers
without hurting their feelings?
2. How important to my self-esteem is standing up for myself?
3. How do I develop unconditional commitment when I lack
confidence in my decisions?
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